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OG officers Colvin, Emerson, and Stewart during last Thursday's meeting

SVFD Prepares As
Fire Contagion Noted

"by Annie Reasoner pumping water from the truck

to the fire. There is also a 1%
Because of the recent inch hose and a Vi inch booster

conflagrations in the .Sewanee hose; the latter, suitable for

Area, the Volunteer Fire small fires, was used at the

Department and its EQB house. The pump motor

receiving a good deal of 2600 RPM and the hoses

generally carry from 150 to

260 pounds of pressure.

Other equipment includes

airpacks which carry about 30
minutes of air, and gas masks,

which firemen use when they

dealt with a grand t

fires. Noting that this
;

(Cont. on page 7)

OG President

Contests 'Humor';
Urges Student

Self-Assertion
Heated controversies and tabled, was reported in the

concerning exam scheduling, last issue of The Purple. Dean
dormitory visitation hours, and of Students John M. Webb
the Dean of Student's letter to responded to the motion with

the matrons erupted during a letter to the matrons, copies

Thursday's lengthy meeting of of which were distributed at

the Order of Gownsmen. the meeting. The letter reads:

Highlighting the proceedings "There is a good deal we all

was President Chuck Emerson's know that we do not read in

forceful condemnation of the the paper. Although there are

Administration's cynical many people around who are

attitude toward student sure that we can dispense with
government. matrons, proctors, maids,

The Order discussed at janitors, etc., we know better,

length repercussions from The Gownsmen do not decide

David Lundquist's motion for these things. Don't look for

dormitory matrons to "be another job. Do, please, keep
phased out of employment and your sense of humor."

f°ur their salaries allocated to other Emerson read a statement
nas purposes." The motion, explaining hi* reaction to

presented at the last meeting (Cont on page 5)

Hospital To Be Replaced?

department."

This volunteer force consists

of eighteen people: Cosmo
Boyd, Chief; Noel Rush,
assistant chief; John Flynn,
assistant chief; Billy Wayne
Manning, captain; Jack
Simpson, engineer; Rick Dew,
assistant engineer; David
Crews, Tad McWhorter, Gordo
Watson, Jim Adrian, Joe
Towon, Ed Harrison, Fred
Chaney, Chip Hunt, Pete
Pelham, Fred Owen, Mark
Whitney, and Dickie Simmons.
The members are not paid, but
they do receive a free room in

McCrady Hall.

New members are selected
by vote of those already in the
f're department and are trained
b >' older members. This
Gaining is designed to instruct
the new fireman in vari

firefighting procedures
familiarize him with the
equipment.

hold used to pull down
smoldering ceilings; a gadget

used to open heat-swollen

doors; and flappers to put out

brush fires.

Last year, which was a very

slack year, the fire department

The ad hoc Committe
created by the Board of

Regents to recommend action

concerning the long-range

future for the Emerald-

Hodgson Hospital made its first

report to the Regents this past

week. The Committe
recommended specific action

which could lead to the

construction of a new hospital

facility replacing the present

structure. The State Fire

Marshall has indicated that

expensive and substantial

structural changes are required

for improving evacuation of

patients if the building is to

continue as a general hospital.

Following several meetings,

including conferences with

officials of the Hospital

Corporation of America, the

Committe has recommended
further action looking toward

the issuance of revenue bonds

secured by a portion of the

forconstruction contra

thirty-five to forty-bed

hospital.

A preliminary economic
feasibility study is a required

predicate to final decision. At

the request of the Committee,
the Board of Regents
authorized that study at a cost

not to exceed $5,000. The

(Cont on page 13)

Harper Is Honored

With All American

At this

fCamCantrill

Kevin Harper made the

annuals of Sewanee Sports

history last week by placing

25th in the NCAA Division III

cross-country champ Kinships

thus receiving All-American

honors. Mr. Harper is the first

"'dudes a 30-foot fire truck (A
supply truck to carry extra
h°se and personnel is being
Purchased from the federal

H"vernment, which subsidizes
the force, for $15).

This truck carries a 6-story
'adder, a 2'A story ladder, and a

Peak ladder which can be
anchored to the ridgepole of a
house. There are also several

ntry

All-.

to attain

r Sewanee

differ,

rubber

types

4'/2 inch type

nch type for

individually successful season,

but for the entire cross-country

team as well. Competing as a

well-built unit under the

watchful eye of Coach Dr.

Arthur Berryman, the team

turned in one of the most

impressive records in recent

hvidunl

a r p e r

regular

while .ill l his u\is going on he

Andrew Jackson Marathon
which covered a distance of 26
miles 385 yards.

With these impressive

statistics complied in only one
season's time, the prospects for

next year certainly looks
promising for Sewanee Cross
County and for Mr. Harper in
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SewaneeHum or:

A Mystery

To Students
That august political body of Sewanee—the Order of

Gownsmen—showed vital signs of life in an excited

meeting last week. Though the cause was an obscure

memo sent by the Dean of Students to the matrons, the

results will probably go much deeper and be
considerably more meaningful.

The memo, though brief and cryptic, indicated an

attitude which has undoubtedly pervaded all

communications and negotiations between student

leaders and the University administration. In part it

read: "Although there are many people around who are

sure that we can dispense with Matrons, Proctors, maids,

janitors,etc, we know better. The Gownsmen do not

decide these things. ..Do, please, keep your sense of
humor.

"

What exactly did the Dean wish to communicate?

Quite clearly, student government is nothing but a joke,

privately expressed within the faculty and part of the

student body. One is to be bothered about actions of
the Gownsmen as much as one is by a fly buzzing

around the room, and no more.

If anything is to be changed, it will not be because of
recommendations by the Gownsmen, but because the

Administration has decided to do so—in their own sweet

time. As example, one need only to recall the abolition

of the coat-and-tie rule in Gailor last winter.

When a tradition, a rule, or a method is changed, be

well reminded that we the students had nothing to do
with it. The alteration occurred because they "know
better.

"

"Mommy, " said Susie with a pleading smile, "I want
to go to the candy store.

"

"No.

"

"Why notV

"Because, " said Mommy expressing infinite reason

and wisdom, "I know better.
"

Certainly, age and experience are of great value, and

should often be considered and heeded by us in our

youthful exhuberance. But when the students have

spent a good deal of time and thought studying a

problem, making proposals, resolving ambiguous
particulars, and presenting final reports and
recommendations, the p'owers-that-be should be

interested enough—nay, even politic enough—to listen to

these suggestions with a serious and open mind.

This condescending sense of humor which is now the

frame of mind of administrators listening to students is

out-dated by a hundred years, and very frustrating to

those who propose valid changes.

Is it any wonder that our campus is zombied with

apathy ?

Certainly, the issue of matrons is not the focal point

of this matter. The motion which stirred this

controversy was soundly defeated last week after it was
taken off the table.

The topic is much larger and comprehensive,

including present discussions of dorm visitation hours

and independent exam scheduling. The Gownsmen will

not decide these things either, but their suggestions

should be carefully considered.

The Gownsmen are very upset, and rightfully so.

However, we should be warned not to scream and wail

like children. Rather, a positive attitude of maturity and
reason should be kept at all times in all dealings with

University officials. Perhaps, in this way, we can earn

the respect that for so long has been denied.

By the way, this should not be read with a "sense of
humor.

"

myselT perfectly clear

Age Of Crisis Requires

Reaching Deeper Truth
We

that may dare to shake the

pretentious security of the

great American dream-Money
can' buy everything. For
suddenly money no longer IS

everything. It has bought so

much, so senselessly-that we

It has been an era of
unfettered affluence for far too
long; an era that has

incorporated false beliefs and
mistaken, misplaced hopes.

There is little contentment in

achievement-for acheivement

grasp mo
ther.

We can not solely blame
ourselves-we, the followers of

"great" men and leaders who
,

if we do not realize their

potential and use our own
voices to speak out, will lead us

to nowhere, to a dead ended
existence. For we have long

been preached the sacredness

of the dollar sign. From our
parents, we have received all

the things they never had--and

often times more. The Church
has taught us that God loves

those who give in ever

Government is ruled from the

We have paid for war, but
we have not bought peace. We
have bought only pain and
sorrow and death. And now we
are 'buying' political prisoners

in the nations we have saved.

The money we are sending is

not saving democracy-it's

buying more pain, x In

government, we've bought
ourselves a man incapable of
true leadership: a man who has

incompetence in handling the

position he holds and we will

continue to sit back, because
Congress will take care of this.

What else are we paying them

In shining cars, in great

houses, in massive factories, we
have purchased fuel until there

is so little left, we have need
not only to curb our buying,

but nearly stop it. Everything
is not gone-but there is very

little of far too much.

The students in this

university, the supposed upper
eschelon of intellect and

Conservati-

important, but it is not the

final vital concern. So much
has been squandered because it

could be "bought cheap." A
restructuring of present values

ung school such

as the University of the South,

we have bought and paid for

four years of our lives. We have

handed ourselves to this

"Here we are. Make us

brilliant, famous, and capable

of attaining great wealth." And

their mistakes, for have we i

paid them I

We

char; the

affected by the power of
money. We have been raised on
the value of the dollar, of what
it can buy and what it can do.
But by whose standards of

-seem to feel no such need. Do
not step up-that way, you're

always right, or at least never

wrong. Student government is

dying at Sewanee, or perhaps

dead.

Unless an end is put to

buying, whether it be fuel or

knowledge, we will run out of

both and much more.

Robert Browning said,"A
man's reach should exceed his

grasp." It is time to start

reaching, and stop grabbing, to

pass up the incidentals and

expand the whole. We have got

a wealth of potential, and it is

essential that it be built WITH,

-Michelle Mauthe
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Letters to the Editor

To the editor:

Perhaps in a future edition

of the Sewanee Purple, the

staff can investigate and report

on the salaries of the

non-academic employees.

Unfortunately, these people

who do not educate but do

maintain buildings, grounds

and perform vital functions for

the continuance of this school

are being paid below average

salaries. Universities and

colleges have always been "low

payers" in the job market but

The University of the South

seems to be the lowest of the

The staff, believe it or not,

are interested in the various

activities of the University.

Once a month the faculty have

a meeting to discuss past issues

of the month and air out

problems and bring up new

However, if the staff wants

to have any idea of what is

going on in the University's

affairs they just have to keep

their ears open and spread the

word through the grapevine,

which is a very bad way of

hearing news for it can be
j'v.it ly distorted.

Why cannot it be arranged

for the staff to have a meeting

set up periodically to air

igg<

staff met J. Jefferson Bennett,
the Vice-Chancellor, was at an
insurance meeting. He has not
been seen by the staff as a
group since that time.

The staff is a vital work
force in the University and we
are only asking to be treated
with equality, consideration
and respect.

Thank you,

D.- Anna Kelly

Representing Concerned
• ^Staff"

To the editor:

This letter is concerned with
the institution at Sewanee
which deals with disciplinary

actions—namely, the discipline

committee. Myself and three

others were brought before the
d.c. because of a relatively

serious infraction of which I

was guilty. The nature of the

concerned with the way in

which the d.c. handled the

of the semester. In addition, I

was restricted to campus and

lost the privilege of going to

the pub, also for the remainder

of the semester. My parents

were to be mailed a letter

describing my offense and the

tak agaii Due
that I

explained to the committee, I

requested that no letter be sent

to my parents. After further

deliberation the committee

Six days later I got a phone
call from my father. He had
received a letter as originally

decided, in which in addition

to the punishments described

above, my right to drive a car

was suspended for the

remainder of the semester.

The letter was from Dean
Webb. When I spoke to him
about it, he said that he had
followed the recommendations
that he received in the weekly
report from the d.c. According

to Tom Hayes, president of the

d.c, the secretary of the d.c.

itself -The '

since the facts were clear and
all of the defendants pleaded
guilty. We then waited in the

sentence. This period was
punctuated by several
outbursts of general laughter

from the members of the d.c.

then brought back

nous I ones what our

stake the

befor

had not been suspended.

Changes must be made in

the d.c. "Mistakes" of this type

cannot be apologized for and
forgotten. The blame does not

lie with the secretary alone.

There should be a system of

checks to prevent such

Students and faculty are

given time and coverage on
issues important to them, but
the staff is rarely, if ever, heard
from because, I believe, their

views are thought to be

non-academic).

Another issue is the time
clock business. The students in

the University are on the honor
system. They work in various

offices over the domain and on
their honor sign in and off
work. They use a time-sheet to

'"»rt the hours they work,
ever, the staff are required

punch in to work in the

morning arid off work in the
evenings. Why is the staff's

honor not trusted to sign a

time sheet?Requiring only the
s ':il'f and no others working for
the University to punch a time
clock clearly defines what
integrity the University has in
their staff. Certain staff with
seniority are not required to
dock in and out. They can
record their hours on a card.
Why can't everyone?

How often is it that the
staff even see the top
administrators? Many of the
^"t would not know Mr. Thad
Marsh, the new Provost, if they
were to see him walk down the
hall. Several have never seen

mentioned earlier would be a

^nderful means for the
Provost to be introduced to the

punishments

socially prob;

'ould be. I

ed for the'

of the seriousness of the time, other obligations, and my
responsibilities. When I was own personal defects have
standing before them, they prevented. However I have
were deadly serious. When they been pleased beyond measure
were judging my case, their to witness the increase in use
laughter could be clearly heard of our facilities by all segments
through closed doors. I'm of the community. If our
afraid the d.c. is right. Justice present rate of attendance
at Sewanee is a joke. persists at a minimum of

I urge Tom Hayes or any 60—70 young people a week;
member of the d.c. to reply to we will serve, including dances.
this Tom Lipscomb roller skating parties, and our

summer program, at least 3500
To the Community of Sewanee young people this

Sewanee: year!

My successor is a junior in

E f fecti ve Tuesday, the College of Arts and
November 20, I will cease to Sciences, Bill Daniels. He has
hold my position as President worked with the Youth Center
of the Board of Directors of for two and one-half years,

the Sewanee Youth. It is including two summers. He is a

customary for the President to most capable worker and
retire in January but since 1 should he receive the

graduate this semester it seems cooperation I have, he will be

best to give my successor a very successful.

month to get used to the job Most sincerely.

while I am still around. I would David McNeeley
like to extend my deepest

gratitude to the townspeople To the Editor:

of Sewanee, the University Julie Montgomery's article

administration, the students at "Weekend is a Success" in this

the University and the young week's PURPLE omits one
people of Sewanee for all their event which, I feel, contributed

cooperation and help during to the success of the recent

this past year. I had many Parents' Weekend. Sewanee
occasions to converse with and Arts produced a special

seek help from all these groups entertainment program at the

in Sewanee and never did they Outside Inn, which was
fail to offer frank and attended by , a number of

concerned help and opinions parents and students. We at

along with very constructive Sewanee Arts were very

criticisms. There are pleased to be able to make this

innumerable things 1 wish we contribution to a very

could have done during my worthwhile project.

period of administration that -Christopher Paine, President

Basic Writing Course Would Help
For the past year and a half, the different types of writing. do not know how to w:

activity has been working for

the PURPLE. My time on the

PURPLE has been exciting and
fun, but I have learned

something which is quite a

disappo intment — most
freshmen entering the
University have not been well

prepared in the art of

expressing themselves in

writing. Sewanee does not

sophomores, juniors, and
seniors cannot write either.

The world is changing, and the

outdated, and only a few basics

are taught.

Sewanee apparently has not

realized that this change in the

"outside world" has occurred.

It is obvious that the English

department does not consider

writing important because of

According to the University

catalogue, there is only one

(Advanced Composition); and

and seniors. This does not help

the majority of students learn

and seniors when it is not being

taught, as is true this semester.

Judging from articles turned

in to the PURPLE, most
people do not realize the

newspaper story and a theme.

They do not know how to

write a short concise essay to

answer test questions, and they

term paper as opposed to an
expository essay.

This is sad, and it would
seem that the English
Department could offer some
type of course that would
alleviate this problem. Instead

history, psychology, religion,

and language professors spend
part of their time trying to

teach these fundamentals
rather than their subjects.

During my efforts to get a

writing course started, the

Dean of the College told me I

needed ten students and a

professor before the college

would offer the course. Getting

ten students was no problem,

but the English professors just

do not want to teach another

course. Their schedules are

already filled teaching

qort Vep.MftN.a
defenseless,

Well.herewe unimposing,
are, Masters slow-moving
of the Animal two-legged

World! creature.

And we didn't Nope . . . yet
have even a today , even th

'

cAswee.Gort, fiercest animal
against gives os a wide
wild berth when they

predators* see us.

even the English d partment

would prosper if th

course that taught students

exclusively how to write.

Professors would no have to

spend their time in a Literature

mposition

instead of literature.

Sewanee is one o f the few

Sabre toothed We've whipped
tigers., case em all! Thing
bears. even th' is, there's no

-annosaurus: challenge left

--'-'giveus
SightT

schools that uses AN
ESSENTIAL SHAKESPEARE
as its first year textbook

instead of Skunk and White's

ELEMENTS OF STYLE and

the HARBRACE COLLEGE
HANDBOOK. These books
should be studied by each

student at Sewanee. No matter

what major a student chooses

he will always need to express

Teaching students to express

themselves and their ideas

should be one of the primary

purposes of the college.

We ain't got no idea how to

right write-HELP!

Tyndall P. Harris, Jr.
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Noted Authors
Discuss Lessons

by Christopher Steele

The time is long overdue for

reconsideration of America's

foreign policy, especially in

terms of the "Vietnam
experience".

On Tuesday evening,

November 6, the Sewanee
community had the privilege of

authors and critics on this very

subject. Acting as panelists in a

not-too-structured symposium,
each presented his or her

regarding the consequences of

Vietnam.

First to speak was Mr. David

llalbi'isijim, author of last

year's best seller, "The Best

and the Brightest", and
presently a fellow of the Adlai

Stevenson Institute for Foreign

Affairs. Mr. Halberstam's

primary concern seemed to be

how America is to improve her

conduct as a super-power, and
recover her reputation as a

leader of nations--a reputation

severely damaged by a

self-serving and otherwise

destructive foreign policy of

political and military blunders.

According to Mr.
Halberstam. the United States

and its citizens emerge from

tempered by battlefield

defeat..." What this does not
mean, he said, is that America
has come out in any way
ahead... It means that America
is not exempt from launching

controversial military career.

The most decorated enlisted

man in the Korean war, more

the 173rd Airborn Brigade in

Vietnam until relieved of duty
in 1969. He later brought

which Herbert, himself, had
witnessed. These crimes,

Herbert stated, were not

committed by enlisted men but

were the direct responsibility

of the commander-in-chief and
his officials.

Asserting that the 'Domino
Theory' has, indeed, taken

Herbert explained that

Soi Lao
ng away for the Cambodia, and South Korea

mythologies" of American
superiority over other nations;

by becoming, both as a nation
and a people, more critical of
the motives behind our foreign

policy, and by recognizing and
accepting the difficulties and
responsibilities of citizenship.

The second speaker, Lt. Col.

Anthony Herbert, is author of
the book, "Soldier", and must
be noted for an interesting and

Employees to

Air Grievances
By Brad Berg

In an effort to ease

> relationship between the

n-academic employees there

presently a proposal to

Plan ing

improving the position of the
worker both presently and in

the future. It is hoped that the

committee can aid the
employees immediately by
being a means of voicing

grievances. The committee will

also aid the future of the
workers by developing an
educational program. If

implemented, the program
would aid employees in

furthering their education
through vocational training,

completing their work for a

high school diploma (which
may have been stopped many
years ago), or even ' taking

courses at the University.

At present there is no
for of
University employees, whether
it be for collective bargaining

of wages or requests for an
educational program of the
type of the one proposed.
Presently there is a grievance

committee composed of Marsh,
Alvarez, and Tom Totti,
director of auxiliary services.

Although this group has not
met since Marsh took office it's

always available for problems.

According to Totti it it is

expected that an employee will

take his problems to his

supervisor and then go to

persons of higher authority if

satisfaction is not received.

"Most gripes", Totti said in an
interview, "are about salaries

conditions. Any raises are given

along guidelines set down by
the Vice-Chancellor's office."

When asked about the practive

of keeping a time sheet or

punching a clock Totti said,

"Any employee who receives a

salary of less than $6,500 must
keep a time card or sheet. The
Federal government requires

that we keep some kind of

time records." The payroll of

the University of the South is

the largest single payroll in

Franklin County.
Totti explained that some

"wage employees keep time

sheets while others must
'punch clocks' depending on
their accessability to a clock."

"It's not that we question the

people's honesty," Totti said,

"but we must keep records and
this (time clock) is the easiest

and best way." Totti went on
to say that it is difficult to

classify employees. How does
one distinguish between skilled

and semi-skilled, or a secretary

receptionist?This is important
in deciding whether a person is

salaried or on hourly wages.

problems should be alleviated

and a better relationship

should develop.

fallen under the arbitrary rule

of not Communism, but
marshall law. He pointed out
that, in each instance, this has
occured only after American
intervention, and concluded
that this is a direct and
intentional consequence of

described the present political

situation in Vietnam as being

"only symptomatic of what is

wrong in America today."
Perhaps it is too hasty to

assume that America is

entering into the throes of
marshall law, but then again,

perhaps not. For the first time
in history (but by no means
the last), at the 1968
Democratic Convention, U.S.
military forces were used

Campus Calendar
Thursday

Thanksgiving Day

Study Day in the

College of Arts & Sciences

November 23 Study Day in the

College of Arts & Sciences

Saturday

November 24 Study Day in the

College of Arts & Sciences

Monday

8:00-Classes resume in the

College of Arts & Sciences

Preregistration begins

4:30 & 7:00 P.M. -Experimental Film

THE ANDALUSIANDOG,
LOT IN SODOM

Blackman Auditorium

marshall law

probably in need

(Cont. on pag

Tuesday

Dean Garrelts will discuss

3-2 Plan with Columbia University

4:30 -Meeting of University Senate

duPont Library Lecture Room

8:00 P.M.-'The Woman Question"

EQB Meeting

8:15 P.M.-Cinema Guild

Godard's A WOMAN IS A WOMAN
Blackman Auditorium

Thursday

November 29-8:00. .Lecture and Recital

by Charles Rosen

Guerry Auditorium

Trustee Weekend

8:00 -Charles Rosen

Guerry Auditorium

. . .Trustee Weekend

2:00-Swimming

Sewanee v. Centre

Julian Gymnasium

Wrestling

Sewanee v. MTSU

at Murfreesboro

Committee On Committees

To Determine Selection

In an effort to improvi

organization of the Univei

the University faculty

consider proposals from

temporary committee last

spring, was one of the last

official actions of former
Provost William Campbell. The

professors Gilchrist, Degan,

and Ebey, studied the present

committees and their functions

and drew up several proposals.

Although the exact proposed

changes are not available at

present time, the cha:

include the possible disbandi
of several committees, formi

the functions of old ones, a;

appointment for members

functioning at present are no
longer very active and their
usefulness has ended. Other

total number of committees
would be lessened. The method
of committee selection is also

being brought up as a possible

e. The "ad hoc"
ttee feels that there are

should be elected and

rs that should be filled by
ppointment.

In their investigation the

ommittee consulted with
ither members of the faculty

s well as people on the

ommittees. Although the "ad
ioc" committee will present its

iroposalsatthe faculty meeting
omorrow, there is no urgency

the the
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CurriculumAdds
Computer Work

f ....

Clay Ross, computer science teacher, examines new equipment.

OG Enraged By 'Humor'

by Claire Adams

A new opportunity is

opening up for students at the

University of the South-the
chance to receive training and
experience working with a

computer. The University's

three-hour computer science

course has been improved this

workshop is being offered, and
a telephone-teletype
connection with an Atlanta
computer {identical to the one
the University will have next
semester) has been installed.

The Atlanta connection will

n immediately benin

te new computer
mester. The course

arkshop offer traini

follows:

"I cannot help feeling

deeply hurt by this letter. I

have worked very hard and

very patiently for three years

at Sewanee to gain what I

thought was the honest respect

of the Dean of Students and of

the administration and faculty

in general. But, now I feel as if

I have been led on like a fool.

I am not a radical. It gives

me no pleasure at all to find

myself in the position of

leveling an indictme

member of the

igj

community. I have always

deeply respected Dean Webb's

opinions on matters concerning

student affairs. But I cannot

remain president of the Order

of Gownsmen and at the same

time sit idly by while the Order

takes a deliberate slam like

this.

I am asking, indeed I am
.ploring YOU, as members of

,.ie Order of Gownsmen, to

stand up for what YOU want
and for what YOU believe is

right.

I cannot fight by myself

against an attitude such as the

one presented in* this letter. I-

need your help. I ask you to

Unfortunately, I take things

like this very seriously. I will

find it very difficult myself to

present respectfully any more

mill ions In, or io piiu.^i' in ,inv

administration which believes

that student opinion should
not be taken seriously. Now I

submit to your judgement.

If you believe that the

Order of Gownsmen should be

then I shall be happy to step

down and allow the Dean of

Students to be the next

president of the Order of

Gownsmen."
At the conclusion of his

remarks the Order acclaimed

motion calling for an apology
from Webb was defeated.

Several members suggested that

Webb did not intend to insult

the Order, but to calm building

concern among the

to the security of their jobs.

The concensus of the Order

seemed to be that it should

ignore Webb's letter and
to prove to th«

that Sewanee has a responsible

student government.

At the end of the meeting
the motion to phase out

matrons was brought off the

table and soundly defeated.

The Order passed a motion
introduced by Bob Coleman
requesting the administration

examinations. "Independent
-,<'h<'duling" was defined by the

Order as the option of taking

computers.

These programs

students exposure

m the question

of visitation hours. She

emphasized that the committee

does not expect for all dorms

to have 24-hour visitation, but

only for the administration to

determinati-

Sanders

if the admit

lb.

technological society. Practical

considerations alone should

encourage students to take a

computer course; for as Mr.

Clay C. Ross, the University's

new director of academic
computing says, "Nowadays
anybody who looks for a job

has a better chance if he's had
computer experience."

Mr. Ross goes on to say that

Sewanee has "changed (it's)

sequel will be offered. In the

computer science philosophy."

other things to program, to

compute with numbers, to

manipulate symbols, to

manipulate data, and to merge
sorted data. Besides practical

skills, students learn something

about how a computer

operates.

Also available is a "Two
Hour (Non-Credit) Basic

Language Programming
Workshop." In two hours a

computer by means of a

sample program. This gets the

student started, and he can

"compu U-M' aided instrucl ion,"

(CIA). This "instruction" is

simply computer programs

which, when entered in the

computer to teach computer

use. The computer quite

literally teaches the student

how to use the computer! The

semester, and inien^liMl

students can sign up outside

Mr. Ross's office in Woods 138.

The University's computer

will be here next semester,

meanwhile students and

administration are practicing

on an identical computer in

Atlanta. Sewanee has a direct

line to a Hewlett Packard

2000F Computer there. After

getting from Mr. Ross an ID

code and password (special

computer mumbo-jumbo that

allows one to use the

th<

The improved computer
program promises to be a

wonderful addition to

Sewanee. It is a program,

though, that looks a little

strange in a place so detached

from the "real world," in a

Green Door

Record Shop
Winchester

9671183

University Market
'this is your store"

ated

from 2 to 4. At press time, i

petition requesting such ;

schedule was planned fo

Gownsmen listen attentively as the Webb memorandum

is discussed.

V .*>%.. a.
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McGee Designs

'Common ' Interior

by Tyndall Har

Bishop's Common,

The
architect's plans for the basic

building are now visible. Many
people have been concerned

that the Bishop's Common will

fit in with the general campus
style, but internally what will

the building look like?

Maury McGee, who began

j the agne

Interior walls rise as construction on Bishop's Common progresses rapidly

Human Ecology Study
Reports Progress

the building in June, is working

dilligently to decide what the

majority of students want the

"atmosphere" of the building

building—"I want to talk to

enough people to get the best

ideas on how to get full use of

the building."

At the moment McGee is

faced with several major
changes in the plans which
hinder her work. One of the

changes is to have a bookstore

Proctors. This year, in not any one segment. The
consultation with Bill Wallace, University has provided funds,

Chaplains Kiblinger and Canfill as has the Parish Church, and,

again provided this training in most recently, funds were

four sessions. Before granted from the Community

This summer the Steen

Committee of the Hun-
Ecology Project made contr;

with the Dede Wallace Cen
in Nashville for consultati

services. Now, every other Christmas, the . Committee Chest by the Civ

week, on Thursday evenings plans to offer a weekend of The Chaplains's «

and Friday mornings, Bill training for other members of secretarialwork ;

Wallace of that Center is in the community. Daryl Canfill, service, and, of coun
Sewanee, and his consultation Lou Dozier and Archie members of the Steeri

service is available to groups Stapleton are directing this Committee have spent mu
and individuals in the program of the Committee. (3) time and effort in the Proje*

Bookstore,

department
textbooks i

would be

the book
than the

upply Store

ake

eleph.

this bookstore.

The other change made is

that the Sewanee Ski and
Outing Club decided they did

not need the space allocated to

them, yet the pub did;

therefore the wall separating

the pub and the Outing Club
will have to be removed so that

the pub can be enlarged.

Despite these delays, McGee
has a general idea of the basic

interior atmosphere which she

hopes to achieve. Hoping to

create the atmosphere of an
old English Club, McGee will

traditional styles of furniture.

The pub is a good example
of what McGee wishes to

create. The walls will be an oak

(Cont. on page 20)

Record
Review

By BRUCE MEYER
United Press International
Before heading west to fame

and fortune as a rock'n'roll

star, Leon Russell spent most
of his life in Tulsa Okla.,
where he naturally absorbed a
lot of country pickin'.

"Hank Wilson's Back"
(Shelter SW-8923) is

Leon-Hank's "Back to the
Roots" album, and a truer one
hasn't been recorded. Backed
by the usual Shelter people
plus an assortment of fine
country session men, Leon (as

Hank) does a ten-gallon hatful
of country western
classics — from Hank Williams'
"So Lonesome I Could Cry"
to the "Battle of New
Orleans" and two versions of
Lester Flatt's "Rollin' in My
Sweet Baby's Arms."

It's a must for Russell fans
and a treat for anyone who
likes country music.

(Com. on page 10)
„ly H,

for

t for the direct

counselling of persons who feel

themselves in trouble. For
instance, he meets regularly

with the Mountain Ministry

Team (the three Chaplains and
the Rector) as it works to

make effective its ministry to

the community, and he has

provided consultation for a

group of Sewanee women who
meet weekly to discuss their

.concerns. Appointments witlr

Bill Wallace are made through
the Chaplain's office,
telephone 598-5187.

The Steering Committee
itself meets with Bill Wallace

on Fridays at noon. At present,

the concerns of the Committee
are in four areas: (1) Provision

Provision for increased direct

counselling service for those

persons in the community who Choir Awaits Festival

the Con
•ith

Multi-County Mental Health

Center in Tullahoma for the

services of Dr. Robert Scolon
and Ms. Janice Barkley. These
counsellors are in Sewanee, in

the offices of the University

Medical Health Officer, on
Monday afternoons from 1:00
until 5:00 p.m. Regular referral

By Anne Bradford

The sixty-five members of
the University Choir are an
industrious group. They've
sung in Paducah, Kentucky; at

Georgetown College,
Kentucky; and at the General
Convention of the Episcopal
Church in Louisville,
Kentucky. Most recently they
sang at St. Luke's Church in

Birmingham for that church's
Patronal Festival. (On this

the ade

for

center"- some PLACE where
activities of the total

community can be provided

for and perhaps where can be

located a snack bar or fountain

for younger Sewanee residents.

Wheeler-Smith is organizing the

efforts of the Committee in

this area. (2) Provision for the

training of those in Sewanee
who are already functioning in

capacity. For example, last

year, in cooperation with ODK
and sponsored by the office of

the Deans of Students, the

Committee provided training

sessions for the University

through the Chaplain's Office

(598-5127). Services for

emergency situations are also

provided. Chaplain Kiblinger

and Esther Watson are

organizing this Committee
project. (4) Provision for

long-term research into the

structures and relations of this

community. Last year, the

Committee met with residents

from different segments of the

community to begin collecting

information for this research

project, and work in this area

will continue this year.

Financial support of the

Human Ecology Project has

many sources, reflecting the

intention of the Steering

Committee to concern itself

with the whole community.

s).

up December 9 at

the Festival of
Lessons and Carols, the
community's major Christmas
celebration. Due to the great
popularity of the Festival, two
services will be held in All
Saints'; the choirs sing to
capacity audiences at both

Lessons represent the Chorale, St. Andres's Choir,
administration, students from the Sewanee Academy Choir,
all the schools on the and the Choir from Otey Parish
Mountain, and members of Church. The prelude is

Otey, the parish church. The traditionally played by the
choirs for the services are University Band, and the
drawn from all the choral University Carillonneur plays
groups on the Mountain: the the postlude.
University Choir, the Sewanee (Cont. on page 7)

Tims Ford Liquor Store
Phone 967-0589 Winchester

otaledLast year the choirs

approximately 140; this year,

the combined choral groups
should have almost 200 voices.

The December 9 celebration

will take place on the last

Sunday before Christmas that

all University schools on the

Participators in the Festival

are drawn from all sections of

the community: readers of

After The Movie

Have Refreshments

AT THE

Student Union
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Reports Dominate DA
The third meeting of the

Fall 1973 Delegate Assembly

was called to order November

8 by Speaker Ty Cook at 7:15

p.m. The roll was called by the

Secretary, and although there

were several absences due to

football rush, a quorom was

present. The minutes were read

and approved, and copies of

the Student Constitution were

made available to all members.

Ed Niehoff reported from

the SAFC that the committe is

in the process of deciding on

the distribution of funds.

Another meeting will be held

next week, and the Hearing

will be before Christmas. The

deadline, set in collaboration

with the Provost, is January

31, 1974.

BB Cragon's Student Life

I ommittee had met and

discussed several issues. The
possibility of opening the

Health Office on afternoons

(possible Monday, Tuesday,

and Thursday) were being

Also discussed in

possibilities of having no male

possibilities of decreasing

enrollment next year by 100

students; 3) the male-female

ratio and the black-white ratios

in the University; and 4) doing

WHEREAS there is a need
for a coin change dispenser

located on the campus, BE IT
RESOLVED that a change
dispenser be installed with
adequate security precautions

in Lower Gailor.

The committee in the person
of BB Cragon said the Gailor

building was used by all

students, thereby making
Lower Gailor conveniently

accessible. It was further

pointed out that coin change
dispensers usually come with

built-in adequate security. The

Ann Young reported from

the Academic Affairs
Committee that they were
interested in reviving (more or

less unofficially) the Faculty

Sunday night visitation. The
idea will be presented to the

Student-Faculty Affairs
Committee for consideration.

The Committee is also looking

into having greater student

involvement in dispensation of

funds. Ann Young presented

the following motion from the

WHEREAS many students

ave requested that the

niversity grant them a degree

an interdepartmental major
id have been denied;

WHEREAS such studies can

be very rewarding and are

essential to some students'

reconsider its policy regarding

this matter for students who
can show ample cause and

Ed Niehoff stated that faculty

opinion on this subject varied,

but that he doubted such a

move on the Assembly's part

could not hurt. The motion
passed unanimously.

There was no old business.

Under new business Speaker

Cook announced that there

be

efor Thanksgiving.

Reddick asked i

Vice-Cha or and the

Provost would be attending a

meeting for an informal

discussion on student affairs.

Ty Cook announced that both

would be asked to attend the

upcoming meeting.

Steve Larson moved to

adjourn at 7:35 p.m. Motion

There's a special rate

most airlines don't

advertise.

je^duxetih&Ji^:

choir activities include singing

for the 11:15 church services

every Sunday, and singing for

special co
Founder's Day a i

Day. From
are also special services on and
off the Mountain.

Choir members get one hour
of credit

;

of four hours of

Rehearsals are three

days a week and before Sunday •

orning services.

It has been said that the

University Choir is one of the

representatives" that Sewanee'

Accoiding to Dr. Running, the

choir represents a cross-section

of the very best that Sewanee
has to offer.

Fires
(Cont

f

eady
Boyd reels "This may be a
busy year for us." In

"iticipation of this, the
department has held several

drills already at such places as

Elliott Hall, Hardee Field, ano
Benedict Hall. These drills have
covered such things as
large-scale house fires, checking
hydrant pressure, checking
hoses,/. -and- • -locating- - -fire-

It's the

Pm-sorry-sir-but-all-

the-seats-are-taken-rate.

jive you your money I

utics Board in Washington, DC

getting off the gro

Sponsored by A tion Consumer Acti

P.O. Box 19029
Washington, D.C, 20036

Prepared by The Stern Concerr
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Purple
MUSICMOVIE

BOOKREVIEWS
ARTPOETRY

A £ook At <JU AhU
fy Maty /c«e Afatlui.

Thi Purple Masque will

present PURGATORY, by
William Butler Yeats, and RED
CROSS, by Sam Shepard, in

the Guerry Auditorium at

Thursday, Friday '

and
Saturday, December 6,7,8,

1973. PURGATORY, an early

twentieth century poetic

characters, an old man, played
by Robert C. Kiefer, and his

son, played by Bob Whitlock.

It is about a haunted house to

which the old man returns,

having left it since childhood.

He murders his son as he
previously killed his father, and

eft rthly purgatory.

Robert Wilcox. RED CROSS
was written by the modern
American playwright Sam
Shepard and will be directed
by David Donaldson. Irrational

extremes of human expression
are explored through the

characters, creating a variety of
imaginative ideas within one
setting. Sam Shepard is thus
able to make something so
domestic as the conversations

between a house maid, played
by CeCe Smith, and a, young
man, played by John Horton,

Vermeer Quartet

Scores Success
.11. -.!,

Friday night,
November 9, the Sewanee
Concert Series audience was
privileged to hear the Vermeer
Quartet perform string quartets

by Haydn, Hindemith, and
Mendelssohn. This young

backgrounds are suggested even
by their names (Ashkenasi,

Menard, Imai, Johnson), has

llty

Mended.

recognition in this country and
in Europe; they are faculty of

Northern Illinois University,

and are invited to play before

asthatofCarnig.eHall.

and artistically

virtue "of the Mendelssohn
performance, along with a

composer's songlike melodies

and pleasant harmonies. By
placing it last in the program,
they obviously considered it

their best offering of the

evening—and with good reason.

The Haydn was more enjoyable

be forgotten. Debbie Lopez
will play Carol, the young

The sets for the plays will

be of simplified realism

suggesting the atmosphere yet

leaving enough playing area for

each play. The free standing

objects will be compact since

the plays will be going on tour.

The all-white coloring for RED
CROSS will accentuate the

colorful action and dialogue of

interested in booking a

performance of the plays

should contact Sewanee Arts,

University Station, Sewanee,
Tennessee 37375. The plays

are suitable for mature high

school audiences and older

groups. PURGATORY runs

twenty minutes; RED CROSS

The Outside Inn will be
closed Thanksgiving Weekend
and the following Friday,

November 30. On December 1

the Outside Inn brings Miss
Carol Leigh Ponder back to

Sewanee for the first time this

semester. Only the freshman

ublicity, the

highly developed

however, which does not
depend solely upon the ability

to respond to a crescendo. In
finer matters of interpretation,

such as phrasing—in which the
quartet was superbly polished,

notably in the Haydn—and
tempo-effec
Hindemith—the

the

lessening dynamic emphasis,
for at the appropriate times,

the players were obviously
laboring to produ.

effects. Their mdivi,

characteristics expected of a

without doubt, helping to

lack of vigor. To be fair, one

on tour for four weeks already,

and were abviously fatiqued;

their disciplined alertness was,
then, actually remarkable. The
most effective movements of

the concert were the LARGO
SOSTENUTO of Haydn and
the ADAGIO sections of the

all whi(

class i

Ponde I nt i she

lining students

St. Luke's Bookstore.

St. Lukes Bookstore

Offers Great Variety

C. Any
heard Miss Pond

her drama and posters, or Christmas presents,
s at Chapel Hill, N. St. Luke's Bookstore is one of

the bookstore has something
for everyone. Besides religious

books for the seminarians, the

Bookstore has a beautiful and

Located underneath the
ater tower, in St. Luke's Hall,

There

Gale Link Named

Information Director

enough to send Hat (they come
with their own envelopes).

Naturally, there is a large

stock of books, ranging from I

SPY (for preschoolers and
beginning readers) to Kahlil

Gibran's THE PROPHET.
There is a good selection of

in-between books for

hard-to-buy-for older children.

Gale Gregory Link has been

made director of public

information at the University

of the South, according to

word today from Dr. J.

Jefferson Bennett, Vice-

chancellor. She succeeds Edith

Whitesell, who was promoted
to director of public relations.

Mrs. Link was born in

Sheffield, Alabama, schooled

in Norris, Tenn., and graduated

from Chattanooga High

School. At Interstate Life

Insurance Company she was
artist and writer in the bulletin

depVrf meht: Vn l^ff? "she* and"

her husband Cord Link and

their two daughters settled in

the Jumpoff community near

Sewanee.
When the children entered

school, she went to work in the

Sewanee public relations office

and since then has specialized

in photography, layout,

journalism and graphics.

She is a member of the

Education Writers Association

ntly imn

and also belongs to t

National Speleological Socie'

American Orchid Society, a

the Nature Conservancy. I-

husband is a scientist a

"computer analyst, for TtRO*

publisher's sale on -gift books.

Examples of these bargains are

FLOWER ARRANGING by
Joyce Rogers (list price: $7.50;
sale price: $3.95, and MARK
TWAINS LIBRARY OF
HUMOR (list: $18.&5; sale

price: $3.95). Cookbooks,
Whole Earth Catalogs, and
Bibles are also available. The
LORD OF THE RINGS trilogy

can be bought in a nice boxed
set (with THE HOBBIT) and
there are matching posters

available. The entire NARNIA
fairy tale series can be obtained

"boxed/ '

'ihd<VM]u",ill\
,

<.r m
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Andrew Lytle:

The Last Review
by Ted Doss

The Autumn, 1973 issue of

the 'Sewanee Review' came out

recently . the last one under

the editorship of Andrew
Lytle, which began with the

Autumn, 1961 issue. This issue

ninljins five essays, two short

(iclion pieces, twelve poems,

and six reviews. One of the

essays is particularly interesting

in that it is about John Crowe

Ransom, a good friend of Mr.

Lytle's from his college days at

Vanderbilt.

In looking at how the

benefitted from Andrew Lytle,

must look at. In regard to facts

mil Inures, subscriptions from

toi i-i^ii countries doubled, and

Milwviptions increased from
2(106 for that first issue in

1961, to 3550 for this past

-nhso-ibers in all fifty states

and in sixty-five foreign

Perhaps a better way to

look at his impact upon the

'Review' is to look at its

content and see how Mr. Lytle

has affected it. To do this, one
must first go back to the early

1940's when he was managing
editor prior to the editorship

of Allen Tate. It was then that

he introduced fiction into the

'Review.'

An anthology of fiction

called "Craft and Vision: The
Best Fiction from the Sewanee
Review" came out in late 1971,

and Mr. Lytle asserted again in

the forward his co .cern about

the direction today's literature

has taken. He said that

sensation is the ruling force

today, and that it is leading

toward complete mindlessness

and bestiality. He went on to

assert that the 'Review' offers

readers 'a variety of actions,

but actions which have a

common view. Knowledge is

always superior to sensation.

Nor will sensation and appetite

in themselves serve as a

substitute for the work of art.'

•ibut.

stude Dm he taught when
he was a professor at the

University of Iowa and the

University of Florida. It is

probably sate to say that some

of his most recent students will

one day be contributors to the

completed, Mr. Lytle is now
complexly retired from the

University. He has given us

much, both through his

teaching and his literary work,

and we bid him a fond

farewell. It is hoped that his

successors, both present and

future, will carry on as he did,

subiuunlinii themselves to the

high ideals of literature which

the 'The Sewanee Review' has

vays stood for.

§nmm?e—Nam attu utynt

WYNN'S
.'!

! NOW ON THE COWAN ROAD

ACROSS FROM DRIVE-IN f

THEATER NEXT TO SPEEDY MKT.
j

bv Arthur Ben Chittv
Decoration Day." He replied,

"No, but it is for the Yanks. I

THE WAR - did all I could to kill them and

"General B. Frank I'm willing now to put a flower

Cheatham, whose daughter on their graves."

Medora lived in the house next -Queenie Woods Washington

to Thompson Union, did not . to ABC. November 14, 1951.

hesitate to use Profanity in the MARRIAGE BROKER
height of battle but
Bishop-General Polk would not ^

was
On one occasion General Polk ,•,, j

, t , , . ,,-t , meddler ... in a good sense,
exhorted h,s men Now boys, ^ he
give them what Cheatham ^^ ^ wWes (m twQ of
W°U

Qu
S

e

a

enie Woods Washington Sewanee's ^"T"
jH^H ^HWINCHfcSTER, TtNN.IH to ABC. November 14, 1951.

(lg^.1909) and Tnlas

OPEN SUNDAYS 1

Famous Worster-Tex

Knit Suits

Regularly
fltw'nn

'

s

$13500 49.95

General B. Frank Cheatham Frank Gailor (1889-1893),

was baptized, confirmed, Quintard brought young
married and buried by Bishop Tom Gailor from General

Quintard. The General was a Seminary to the diocese of

much loved cousin of my Tennessee and then singled him
mother's and was often in our out for the chaplaincy at

home for midday dinner. One Sewanee. Meantime he had

day he said, "I must get away determined, from visits to the

early Marina, for the decoration Cunningham home in Nashville

at the cemetery." She said, "Oh that Nellie should be the future

no, Frank. This is not bishop's bride. Frugality was

M0NTEAGLE SUPERMARKET
Fresh Western Beef Cut To Your Order

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Christian Dior

Sports Coats

Regularly $85.00 to $115.00

Compare %M Q95
Wynn's H *J

Valley Liquors

\fye are 1st in Cowan,

You are our 1st concern.

Jn>i across railroad Hacks

Plume: y:i2-7()63

Plus Complete Line of

Men's Wear Fabrics

one of the qualities the
Connecticut-born Confederate
Huguenot thought, important
for a Tennessee clergyman and
that is what the Cunninghams
knew all about. Nellie was not
pretty and she was awkward.
She died descending the

staircase for summer apples

stored in the basement ... hit

her head on a beam. But she

great lady.

Quintard engineered the

elevation of Chaplain Gailor to

Ch..

following Telfair Hodgson's

unfortunate resignation, and

then Quintard held his breath

while Gailor was deciding not

to accept the Bishopric

ill;,

Massachusetts was to hold a

convention for the election of

a bishop and that Gailor would
be nominated, Quintard

rescheduled the Tennessee

Massachusetts. Gailor became
his coadjutor and successor.

The Wiggins matter involved

management. Quintard, who
might have been a Rasputin or

a Machiavelli if he hadn't loved

God, i Id

intricately.
In the Sewanee Archives is

the typescript of a letter dated

January 6, 1870, from Jefferson

Davis to Josiah Gorgas. The
rather obscure wording leads

Hudson Strode, editor of the

Davis papers, to believe that the

Confederate President was
offered the Vice-Chancellorship

of the University of the South, a
post which General Gorgas
accepted two years later.

Quintard, the VC, was trying to

resign to devote full time to his

diocese. Gorgas was headmaster
of the Junior Department. Davis

mentions "home education" for

his sons and his desire to be near

them, which would exclude the

thoery that Gorgas had simply

(Cont. on page 12?
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Glenos Reflects

On Sewanee
Dean Swiff

Harry Glenos, who is currently

an instructor of economics at

Sewanee; offered some insights

on the Sewanee community.

Since Mr. Glenos is a recent

graduate of Sewanee (1971),

the Purple felt that an inter-

view with him might prove

rewarding.

PURPLE: What have you been

doing since you graduated

MR. GLENOS: As a senior, I

had applied to the business

and (he

school in Econ

tional delay for two years that

has now been extended to four

years. I've got until May 1975

to finish my graduate work.

PURPLE: So you are working

on your Ph.D. now?
MR. GLENOS: Yes. I opted

for the graduate school in

Economics instead of business

school and started working

there in July 1971 with the first

year being a rigorous pro^-.im

of economic theory at a highly

mathematical and abstract

level.

PURPLE: Did you feel that

Sewanee had prepared you ad-

equately for graduate school?

MR. GLENOS: In terms of

knowing economics, yes. In

terms of knowing mathematics,

had not taken 201 math. I was
in 151-152 calculus here, but it

took three semesters of math
to keep me going at S.M.U.

You know there are no math
prerequisites in this

department for any course.

PURPLE: How academically

challenging was your program?
MR. GLENOS: The attrition

rate there is very high. Five out
of twenty people survived,

.

That is the traditional attrition

rate. All twenty of those

students had fellowships, but

they still burned out fifteen

after a year.

PURPLE: What is the reason

for this high attrition rate?

MR. GLENOS: Partly disil-

lusionment with the program;
partly not knowing how math-
ematically oriented it is. It can

be very disillusioning.

PURPLE: How man

program?
MR. GLENOS: About thirty

spread over four years. I cur-

rently am a registered graduate

student there. Technically I'm

doing dissertation work in ab-

sentia. The second year S.M.U.
puts students on teaching as-

sistantships and they teach one
class of introductory economi-

PURPLE: How did you find a

position here?

MR. GLENOS: Since I am one
of the few people that has gone
into graduate economics from
this department, I kept in

they were doing to economic
graduate students these days. I

would write about once a se-

mester and tell them how I was
doing and Professor Degen

too bad that I was caught in

the middle of my program and
couldn't come back. I wrote
him back saying that I would
make arrangements if possible,

and that I would like to be

considered to take his place

just for this semester.

PURPLE: How do you feel in

relation to the other professors

who were your professors just

MR. GLENOS: Especially

within the department I feel

I've been accepted as an equal.

I am the least experienced, but

if there is an inequality betwe-

en us it is one I impose upon
myself. I have found in the few
weeks I have been here that all

my old teachers, in a very

friendly way, welcomed me
back.

PURPLE: How do you feel

of the toughest

Unr n\"

MR. GLENOS: It makes it a

very tough course to teach

knowing that. The old rule that

one likes to work under is that

"beginning economics should
j

Harry Glenos.

be easy for the student and
hard for the teacher." I try to

make it always work that way.
Micro is a very abstract subject.

St. Luke's Bookstore
It is a "tool box" for almost all

is very difficult to learn, be-

cause there are very few other
places where you try to deal

with real world behavior in

PURPLE: Would you gauge
yourself a demanding, moder-
ate, or lenient professor?

MR. GLENOS: The rule that
goes around is that new teach-

ers are harder that the seasoned

(Co •121

(Com. from page 8)

hardback. There is a new group
of Peter Rabbit books in such

languages as French and Latin.

There is a large collection of

James Avery's sterling silver

religious jewelry for girls and
guys, and his new non-religious

line is just coming in. The new
jewelry includes lovely sterling

silver rose pins and rings.

Bracelets and chains are in

Beautiful Terra Sancta

Record Review

;raduate

(Com. from page 6)

Now, if its soul you're

after — the kind you might
expect a bunch of dudes from
downtown Watts, Ellay
California — pick up on the

latest from War: "Deliver the

Word" (UA LA-128-F). It's as

laidback and warm a record as

well see this year, and funky
enough to give Tina Turner
goose bumps.
War makes sophisticated and

sometimes pretty strange

music, and this is the first

thing from them I've really

taken off on since their

brilliant but flawed initial

effort with ex-Animal Eric

Burdon. (Their last single,

"Cisco Kid," was obnoxious

'Deli-The single from
of course, "Gypsy Man," and
it has that amazing repetitive

power that reduces lyrics to

the role of another level of

percussion; mesmerizing. But
the best cut on the album for

my money is "Southern Part

of Texas," which gets multiple

rhythms going on about six

levels. It would make another
fine single.

Guild
religious necklaces, and Advent

wreaths (from Israel), some
enameled, are on display.

Handprinted wooden toys

from East Germany are

available, as are nostalgic

old-fashioned toys from Italy.

From the Republic of China

are wooden nativities, Mary
and Joseph scenes, etc. Also on

display are hand-carved

wooden bookstands from

Waring McCrady's large map
of Sewanee, signed and

numbered, is available framed

Tiny cloth dolls (about

eight inches tall) complete with

rocking chairs, straw hats, or

teddy bears are in stock.

Guilded trinket boxes from

Italy make nice gifts.

Unusual stationery and
Christmas cards are in stock.

Statuettes from Abbey Press

and sculpture by Trina Paulus

are available.

Christmas tree ornaments in

felt, straw, and wood have

recently been put on display.

Ceramic angel musicians which

may be hung on the tree or

displayed on their own are

especially pretty.

So, if you are looking for

Christmas

St. Luke's soon. Mrs. Tom
Lotti, the manager, and Mrs.

Glendon Smalley, the assistant'

manager and buyer, will be

glad to help you. Free

Christmas gift wrapping will be

available in the afternoons for

items bought at St. Luke's.

Store hours are from 8:30 -

4:00 Mondays through
Fridays, and from 8:30 to

noon on Saturdays.

Can
be

.11 sorts can also

the Bookstore.

Sherwin-

Williams Co.

Art Supplies

Winchester

He

WINCHESTER MOTOR COMPANY, INC.

800 South College Street

I a WINCHESTER, TENN. 37398

Billy's Hut

Mondays Sports Special

Enchiladas

Phone 924-6853

Next to the Mountain Restaurant
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Local Minstrel Talks

About Music, Nixon
by Janet Fincher

Purple—Well, shall we talk

about things-in-genera! or

things-in-specific?

Perkins—How about specific

generalilies?{grin)

Purple-Well let me enumerate
your capacities to begin with —
you're a folk singer...

Perkins—Well not really; I

popular and unpopular (grin) —
I prefer not to have music
cl;i>.sified, unless it's classical,

Purple-Why is that?

Perkins—Because there you
have the specific time range

element—what was popular

before 1600 or 1700 is classical

now. In the strict sense, the

might be considered your
general motivation?

—Sometimes I write songs

because I feel them. Sometimes
in hopes of some money, but I

write what I feel.

Purple—Most people consider it

to be fairly simple for an artist

to put forth his "feelings", in

contrast to a more objective

"putting things the way they

really are". Now would you
contrast this, or would you?
Perkins—I have spurts on
writing, and as for real and
not-real, non-reality sort of

blends in for me. The only

reality I can see is always
added to or subtracted from or

changed some way by how you
feel .

Purple—Could you say how
your feelings went into the

making of a particular song?

Perkins Missouri, about a

young girl called Erin and
everything I wrote is true,

(grin) She drinks Chivas Regal

and smokes fifty-cent cigars!

Purple—Oh my goodness.

Perkins—So I wrote it... Chivas

Regal is scotch. She rides

song—and most people like

that song because it's kind of

romantic and weird - and most
people think she's imaginary,

but she's very real.

Purple—Well I think that says

song-writing!

Purples—Well just that what
you feel can be both true and
real. This may or may not be

local people than students

probably, and I'm curious as to

what they think of the "state

of things in general", national,

international, or just in general.

The University population

intellectualized response,

maybe, in just explaining

things away. Perhaps the local

population has a more "basic"

response?

Perkins—Well, in the first place,

I don't agree with your view of

the students here as such. The
other night I was watching

Nixon over at Cleveland, and
people were running in and
out—most of them after seeing

that the President of the

United States was on the

television, were just walking

out. I think that shows a great

deal of apathy — I hate to use

that word cause it gets used so

much...

Purple—Yeah, it's usually "Oh
my God."
Perkins—The locals I know
would like to believe our

System — better put that in

quotes — is reasonably

incapable of messing up, and so

I think alot of them are

shocked, and possibly
scared.. .but they don't really

understand what's happening

that much either. But met
uneducated aren't any worse

than the educated as far as how
they base their opinions, and
how much sense they make out

of them. Of course there are

always exceptions—I hate to

speak generally about students

and non—students.
Purple—I was implying before

that there might be a

difference in the way local

people feel affected by all this

political trauma...

Perkins-Oh, I think there's

definitely a difference in the

students and, for instance, the

folks down at the laundry who
are in their own world—that's

what makes Sewanee strange,

and why I.m still attracted to

being here. I don't know if all

this is good P.R.! (laugh) I

think the locals would be more
loyal to the Presidency than

the president; the president

just happens to be in the

(Cont. on page 13)

7 Hunting expedi
13 Ela ately

58 Oh my gosh!
14 Shaded walk or city 60 "Big mi

i

in California 61 Janitor
16 Handy man 64 Scholarly
19 New Zealand mutton- 65 Bullfighter

bird 66 Open
20 Country i

5 State positively
7 Imitated

23 Take at it
(make an attempt)

25 Exams

28 Weird

30 Expensive meat
33 A Beatle
35 Small land masses

Himalayas
21 These: Sp.

22 Constituen
liquid was

24 Put in fre:

26 Satisfy to

27 Di

29 Co lidge'
31 For .

32 Type of fisherman
34 Most piquant
36 Make in (tear
38 Postman's beats

(abbr.)
39 Military rifles
43 Seasoned
47 Shoshonean Indian
*8 on (urged)

67 High suit

DOWN

1 Brief stay
2 Rolling gras
3 Very old
4 Wild ox of A

5 Prep school

London
6 Postpone

important person
42 Fine line on some

type styles
44 Gave medical care

sickly looking 49 D.E. Ind

High in pitch: Mus. 52 Pungs
Passenger in a taxi 54 Cults

i Collect together 57 Assam si

Beaurocratic proce- 59 Halt
dure causing delay 62 Atmosphe
Forms thoughts 63 pro

Black Forum

FORMAL

REQUEST
OUR COMPLETE LINE OF

MEN'S WEAR HAS NOW
ADDED THE FORMAL
TOUCH. WE NOW HANDLE
THE LATEST IN

FORMALWEAR FASHION.

WHATEVER THE AFFAIR,

WE SUIT YOU CAREFULLY.

COMPLETELY. ON TIME
EVERY TIME. SO LET OUR
STYLE CONSULTANTS
HELP YOU SELECT THE

CORRECT ATTIRE TO

COMPLEMENT ANY
EVENT.

Hall's Men's Shop

967-6402

West Side of Square

Winchester

Philadelphia in the 1840's
improved the control devices

of sail boats making for their

easier control. Norbert Rillieux

and lead to the creation of ;

Boston shoe company tha

exported shoes overseas as wel

as sold them in America a

such a low price that mos
people were able to affori

them. For long years, hi

T. Woods in the early 20th

century, worked in electricity

and made such things as

the city s sugar
output. He also designed a

sewer system for the fever
ridden town but the city
officials refused to accept or
even discuss his plans owing to

Jan Matzeliger a Duch
mulatto, invented in the 1870's
a machine that allowed for the
mass production of quality

shoes. The invention reduced
the retail price of shoes by 50%

shoe trade as the "Nigger

Other Blacks like Elijah

McCoy delved into new fields
of endeavor, by designing the

lubricators, which made the
dangerous hand methods
outmoded by 1872. He
patented some 50 devices in

America and abroad related to
the concept of automatic
machine lubrication. Granville

picking machine; J.H.

Dickinson worked in player

piano machinery; W. A.

Lavaietter worked on new
models of the printing press;

Shelby Davidson came up with

a mechanical tabulator and an

adding machine; Benjamin

Jackson came up with matrix

dryers, gas burners, a steam

boiler and a hydrocarbon

burner system. J. Pickering,

James Smith, W. Madison, and

J. Whooter, all working

separately,

o airships.

These few Black

and othe
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Local Barber Shop

Passes into History

by Peter H. Sq

It has occured to th

that much of the

that takes place in Sewanee
centers around the lauding or

lamenting of a passing phase of

Vietnam to have been in large

Ostensibly ended by a ceasefire

American troops, it continues

to wage in this country as a

war for presidential power
under the leadership of one
man: Mr. Nixon.

Ms. Fitzgerald believes that

the lessons from Vietnam can
be learned from the issues that

are currently disrupting the

government and society of the

nation. To what degree will the

submit themselves to an
absolute ruler whose edicts and
whims go unquestioned?Is it

not a defeat to constitutional

or a single

Harry Glenos

Looks Back

execute?

And finally, what will

happen to the American people
and their government if they
refuse to learn from these

lessons?This is the underlying

Halberstam, Herbert, and Ms.
Fitzgerald. All three of them
seem to agree that, for

survive, these crucial questions
must be answered by every
American who values his

(Cont. from page 10)

ones. I don't know if I'll be

that way or not. I haven't given

the first test in any course, so I

don't really know. A test is a

gauge of performance for

teachers as well as students. If

everyone fails miserably then

that is not necessarily a reflec-

tion on the students. ^
PURPLE: As an economist,

how do you feel about the U.S.

MR. GLENOS: It is messed up
and the Nixon administration

is largely responsible for that.

Wage and price controls were a

terrible mistake in the first

place. Before Phase I and II

were employed the inflation

rate was declining and continu-

ed to decline at the same rate

through the control periods.

The decline in the inflation

rate was independent of Phase
I and II.

PURPLE: Do you like to play
the stock market?
MR. GLENOS: I am not a

gambling man. Many people

are convinced the stock market
is not gambling. However, once
some researchers selected
stocks randomly and bought

stocks on that basis. They did
just as well as people who

spent a great deal of money
composing charts.

PURPLE: What beneficial

changes have you seen at

Sewanee?
MR. GLENOS: The male stu-

dents act more civil. My per-

there are more girls up here. In

spite of the fact that the dress

code has been relaxed, students
dress better than they used to.

In general a lot of students are

more like the ideal Sewanee

gentleman than students used
to be.

PURPLE: Have you eaten at

Gailor since your return?

MR. GLENOS: I was so tired

of low grade cafeteria food

that I have not stepped into a

school cafeteria since I left

Gorgas' letter has not been

found. There is no reference to

the matter in the Proceedings.

—J. D. to Josiah Gorgas,

January 6, 1870.

Archives.

DUELLINGATSEWANEE

Persons contemplating
fighting a duel are advised to

read the Ordinances of the

University of the South,
"Established by the Board . . .

with the provisions of the

Amended Charter of Said
University, granted by the

Chancellor of the 4th District,

on the 4th Monday of June,

1871, at Winchester.

Setion 6. Be it further

ordained: That any person who
shall give, accept, or knowingly
carry a challenge to fight a duel,

or who shall publish or post
another person as a coward, or

use oppribrious language for not
accepting a challenge, shall be
fined not less than fifty

dollars."

"Dubose . . . says Col. Lovell

(a resident of the community
not connected with the
University) has told Elliott that

he considers it a breech of faith

that Jaeger is permitted to

for it. I do not well see how the

difficulty is to be avoided and
have long felt that I might have

to be a martyr in the struggle for

the abolition of

—John McCrady Diary. April

10,1878.

CONFIRMED
Among Gregg's unusual

experiences as Bishop, few are

as dramatic as his confirmation

of a ma n and woman standing

before the corpse of their

daughte r. She had asked them
the church in her

and they had delayed.

-Gr egg's Diary, Texas
JOURNAL. December 9, 1888.

PLACEMENT NEWS

The Washington Post is

inviting juniors and seniors to

apply for summer positions in

journalism and photography.

The deadline for applying is

December 1. More information

available in the Placement
Office.

m
will

proceed to post (challenge) him.
DuBose told Elliott to say that

if Col. L. posts Jaeger, he
(DuBose) will post him. I told

i DuBose that I will take my
stand with him equally in the
whole matter, though of course
I shall be the one challenged by
Lovell—but that I am prepared

HBBH BB00
HlkiLl EEEEQ urjQUD
EldHB QG000 00H0
(JCJUUQ DUD00 QUO
UUUJQUOQ Kirnrii.uir.i

BBBPBIH I ill
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Local Minstrel Speaks Out
;ily lity

uch

Nixon as the President of the

United States.

Purple—Do you think there

might be "retaliation" on the

part of any of the members of

(his community, or efforts to

that effect?

retaliation in Sewanee is

impossible! (laughter)

Purple-Well let's drop THE
WHOLE THING! (hysterics

Ihinus-ni-specit'ic always makes
me think of my rear end.

(pause) I've got it! ("Here we
go folks...") Why didn't

Missouri join the Confederacy!

Perkins Most of the state

attempted it, especially the

southeastern part where it's all

cotton land-flat, Mississippi

River Bottom stuff-most went
anyway. There's a paraliet

the Mason-Dixon line which
fought for the South. As a

matter of fact (laugh), there's a

county in the central part of

the state, which is Calloway
County, and when Missouri

wouldn't secede from the

Union, Calloway County
seceded from Missouri!

(hysterics, pause)

Purple—Must have been some
Hillbillies from Arkansas.

PerkinsAnd furthermore (grin)

state of Missouri OR the

United States of America.

Purple—That sounds like

Bra Lilian's story about Big

Sur, California, fighting for the

Confederacy. They were
recruiting Indians... (giggle)

fell rith

from looking. I came, stayed,

spent all :

(grin) so

Purple—Just for the record,

where did you find that song

about the preacher from Del

Rio, Texas?

Perkins-From a D.J. in New
York! (laugh) His name's Don
Imus? he's the highestwpaid

wherevah you are, you can
take your hands off the radio!

Say Hallelujah!" (imitation of

the Churkwagon song book
from Knoxville, and others).

I keep thinking we've left out

the best things to talk about.

DA Gets Off Ground

Thc-r.---.-, I.n.iu-

Sh.-V. ,„„ho.l ui'

Mi -ink, «[>

5^§6*fe*

Glen Perkins

Hospital
(Cont. from page 1)

immediately with the hope

that funds for the feasibility

study can be obtained from
sources outside the University.

Vice-Chancellor Jefferson

the

,ity

which is chaired by Mr. John P.

Gucrry of Chattanoog...

"Although the feasibility of
the plan has yet to be provep,

this is a most encouraging

development. We will pursue
this alternative with every
energy," he stated.

All you smokers
who plan to quit
someday:

Can you
throwaway that pack
right now?

It
.

s not easy> is it?

In 20 years, after 146,000 more cigarettes,

you think it's going to be easier?

Don't kid yourself.

Quit now. You'll never get a chance like this again.

formed to handle a variety of

student affairs. The three

standing committees are

Student Life, Academic
Affairs, and Curriculum which
are open to all D.A. members.
Ty Cook, Speaker of the

Delegate Assembly, urged the

participation of all members.
Members for two other

committees were elected.

Elected to chair the Student
Activity Fee Committee was
Ed. Niehoff (Courts); also on

Stockslager (Trezevant)

Cathey Cooper (Hunter).

no further 1

was adjourned.

B o o

Art
Patterson (Senior at-large),

Chris Prothro (Lower Gailor),

and Jim Norton (Junior at

large). Two delegates were
elected to the Faculty Student
Affairs committee-Ann Young
(Benedict) and Tom McGehee
(Sophomore at-large). Being

leeting there was no

THE HOLLOW HILLS -Mary
Stewart
BREAKFAST OF
CHAMPIONS - Kurt
Vonnegut Jr.

THE BILLION DOLLAR
SURE THING - Paul E.

Erdman
ONCE IS NOT ENOUGH

-

.1,1 bUs

pis.posed

DA me
1..11.

meetings per semes

being dropped from

Being that attendanc

somewhat of a prob

Wicker
HARVEST HOME -Thomas
Tryon

ere was no WORLD WITHOUT END,
only two AMEN — Jimmy Breslin

(McCrady) CURSE OF THE
,, ...„ ihe KINGS - Victoria Holt

blv and JONATHAN LIVINGSTON
to request SEAGULL - Richard Bach

-ultv or Nonfiction

ficial to THE JOY OF SEX -Alex
-,. ,,. th _ Comfort

V HOW TO BE YOUR OWN
it was BEgT FRIEND -MildredA already Newman et a

re motion THE MAKING OF THE
ote. Rick PRESIDENT 1972-
it large) Theodore H. White

allowine SYBIL - Flora R. Schreiber

„,„ ,

B DR. ATKINS' DIETmy two REVOLUTION - Robert C.
es Irom Atkins
er before WEIGHT WATCHERS
the role. PROGRAM COOKBOOK

-

> has heen Jean Nidetch

.ily

the

tin-

Assembly meeting, several

dormitory improvements were

discussed. Stuart Scott

(Cannon) requested bike racks

for his dorm, which was
unanimously passed. Also

passed was Chris Prothro's

motion for 1 ) window screens

for the bathrooms, 2) soap and
towel dispensers for the

bathrooms, and 3) a television

set for the Lower Gailor

Stockslager's (Trezevant)

Candidates for Editorship of

the Sewanee Purple for second

semester must be nominated

(in writing) by a member of

the O.G. by noon Wednesday,

November 21. 1973. To be a

candidate, one must have

experience of one year on any

student publication, and a GPA

(for the past two semesters) of

3.0 for sophomores, 2.25 for

juniors, and 2.0 for seniors. All

nominations are to be turned

in to the Dean of Students

Office.
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Purple Sports
Loss Of Kosick, Green Makes Interesting

Prospect For Coach Petty's "New Look"

<r

Petty and players preparing tor '/3-'/4 season. Eddie Green and Bill Kosick are noticeably absent.

Its that time of. the year
when, as football season begins
to wind down, sportsminded

people look to the coming of

here at Sewanee there is good
reason to look ahead to the

1973-74 campaign. The Tigers,

who last year injected new life

23
fou

.-successful '72

be sporting a

And as for replacing
Kosick? "Well we won't

attempt to replace him, as

be the problem people

k it will be for the Tigers.

Hoffman who saw quite a bit

of action last year as well.

The Tigers have good steady

leadership in Lefler, one of

nly the I

feet 5 inches i

new look this y(

Gone is t

center Bill Kosick upon whom
the Tigers relied so heavily last

year. Gone also is the colorful
head coach, Rudy Davalos to

greener coaching pastures
elsewhere. Replacing Davalos
seems to have been the easiest

task for Sewanee, as youthful
Mac Petty, an assistant for the
past

take over the Tiger head job.
Petty is a soft-spoken, hard
working man who is not about

who predict a somewhat
lackluster season ahead for the
Tigers without the presence of

"Sure, the loss of Kosick
will hurt us," admits the
realistic Petty, "With him gone
we are forced to change our
whole philosophy of offense
and defense. But we're not
going to sit around and moan

ing .11.

proper adjustments you need

to make. People keep saying

to do without Kosick. Well I

feel it should be rather that we
going

f$y wh& <$S3i. $?'? JWjtfU*

far

go. But Tom Piggott (6'4"),

Harry Hoffman (6'4") and
Eddie Krenson (6'3") should
be able to give some help
underneath as well. Jackie
Lefler, team floor bass at
5'10", will be the only starter

limit a team to as few shots as
possible," emphasizes Petty.
"We've just simply got to play

good fundamental basketball
and of course shoot well."
That should be the strong
point for the Tigers. They can

indeed shoot the basketball as

evidenced by the shooting
percentages of Sewanee's three

returning starters Lefler,

Krenson and Bohrman, plus

Peter Lemmonds and Harry

"Jackie will handle the ball

again for us, as he did a heck of

a job last "year," stressed Petty,

"He's going to shoot alot more
this year I can assure you of

that; everyone will." One
person who Petty will miss alot

more than people think is

versatile Eddie Greene, a three

year starter and team captain
lost to graduation. "As a leader

on the floor, you simply can't

things well. His loss will be felt

as much as Bill's (Kosick)
easy, "moans the Tiger mentor.

"But, we like what we've
got here right now," adds
Petty, "Krenson, Lefler,
Bohrman, Hoffman and Piggott

are all competitors wl
give it all they've got. Ki
for instance, is only
sophomore, but he pi

finale again W & L

17 from the o lead the
Tigers to the C.A.C.
Championship.

Backing Sewanee's starting
five, will be returning
sophomores Rick Jones, Peter

Lemmonds and Geoffrey

Bennett, who according to

Petty "will play alot."

Freshmen hopefuls include

Mike Messamore, a 6'4"

forward from Loudon, and
Charley Little, a 5'8" guard
frorr the

strongest freshman candidates

to log playing time this year
for the Tigers.

All in all, it looks to be an

exciting team Mac Petty wili

unveil November 30 against

Trevecca. Back to the good ol'

days of basketball being played

the way it was meant to be

played with alot of hustle,

good shooting and lightning

quickness which should
characterize this Sewanee team

on November 30, and open at

home against Florence State on

December 10. Highlighting the

early part of the season wilt be

involving Sewanee and three

other teams, to be played in

Lakeland, Fla. January 11th

and 12th.

S&T Auto Parts
Stereo tape players

Winchester

Chuckwagon Restaurant

5 a.m. - 4 p.m.
yVestsi.de of the Square . .Winchester.
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Chops Alone In Top Position After

Victory Over Faculty; Profs, Delts Second
IM volleyball has reached

Ihe halfway point with the

Lamba Chis the only

undefeated team in A league

and the Betas and Theologs

undefeated in the B league.

The Chops should hold first

place and finish with a perfect

8—0 record. On Friday night

they defeated the Faculty to

run their record to 4—0. The
Faculty was undefeated up to

this game and should go on to

occupy one of the playoff

spots. The Choppers appeal-

almost invincible with great

sets, great spikes and really

unod hustle. They have also

received good support from

(heir brothers. Friday there

were around fifty Choppers on

it her

ATOseither the Betas

Delts. I'm not sure if the

playoffs will work the same as

last year with four teams from
A league and two from B
league, but, however they are

organized there should be an

all out fight for the positions.

The rest of the A league is

si ill trying to organize and get

a set line-up. The Fijis,

Independents, Sigma Nus and
SAEs all still have chances for

the playoffs with the Dekes'

chances slipping. The KAs and

Phis get the title of spoilers

with only the possibility of

knocking someone out of the

playoffs remaining.

The B league, lead by the

Theologs and being pressed by

the Betas, should be in a

scramble for the top six spots.

Four teams have only one loss

and three teams have two. The
four teams with one loss are

the Chi Psis, Delts, Lamba Chis

and SAEs followed by the

Sigma Nus, Faculty and Iskra.

The ATOs, Fijis, Indys and

Deks appear to be out of it.

With playoffs in a little over

two weeks, no team can afford

to lose.

The girls league is lead by
the Purple team at 2-1 with the

Gold and Green at 1-1. The
Red team is 0-1, so all teams

seem to still be in contention.

Volleying action in Delt-Chop game as Porter attempts "dink" over Emerson.

Betas Emerson Lotzia and Mike Lumpkin attempt
block Rick Jones's spike.

Lambda Chi's Edge Delts For X-Country Win
By Jacques Strappe

On a miserably cold and
afternoon, throngs of woul>

cross-country

the course fo

scores of runners representing

their respective organizations

gathered together to find out

just how far 2 lA miles can

actually be. Motivated either

ual I.M. by curiosity or abject

Looking stupidity, those who aspired to

rade intramural fame set off on a

ntry field, course which would tour Lake

took

Cheston and eventually
terminate at the rear gate of
Hardee Field.

As the thundering herd
galloped off into the distance,
the presence of Dr. Berryman,"

3fficia

professio

It's Late, You're Hungry And

You're Thirsty. Where Can JYou Go

MILNER'S
Try a sandwich from our delicatessen and a refreshing drink from our cooler. We also

have potato chips and other such snacks.

DRIVE ON OVER AND SEE US

Fresh Beef

Sorry, but we can't sell beer after midnight

anticipated the collapsed lungs, David Parker (Deke).
cramping muscles, and The big surprise cs
generally delapidated bodies

finish line. But for those who
expected the worst for the

courageous contestants, the
results had to be disappointing.

Not only did everyone finish

the race, but the large majority
did approach some level of
coherency after the orri> al and
they even .refused to

acknowledge the pressure of
those big dumb birds who kept
circling the pack with a lean

and hungry look.

Bret Porter, running for the
Delts, took individual honors
with an impressive time of
13:14.1. Second place was
claimed by George Weaver of
the Lambda Chi's followed by
Toni Heflin (Sigma Nu) and

i the

Myers Cleaners

Quality Dry Cleaning

598-5703

overall finish which saw the

Lambda Chi's taking first place

points from the Delts by a

35-49 margin. Through Rob
Christains sixth place finish,

Rich Fenlon's seventh and

Tom Patrick's ninth, the Chops
eased by the Delts who had

Doug Watson finishing eighth,

and Rainey Gray in the tenth

With David Close's 19th.

place finish, Ryan Champlin
coming in 21st, and Tom Heflin

finishing third, the Sigma Nu
total of 121 points was good
enough for a third place

showing overall. The David

Parker-led Dekes copped
fourth place points as the

efforts of Mr. Delaney and
Emerson Tobyia gave the Phi's

and Beta's fifth and sixth

places respectively. The SAE.s
finished in seventh place as

John Wills placed 34th while

Gary Larkins 16th position

assured his fraternity of the

eighth spot.

BANK OF SEWANEE
"Your Progressive Bank'
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SEWANEE SWIMMING TEAM SCHEDULE
1973-1974

HOME MEETS (C.S.T.)

DECEMBER 1 (SATURDAY)

JANUARY 19 (SATURDAY)

JANUARY 25 (FRIDAY)

Centre ...

Muskinghu

DeKalb...

2:00 p.m

. 2:00 p.m

3:00 p.m

FEBRUARY 1 (FRIDAY)

Georgia College 3:00 p.m.

FEBRUARY 2 (SATURDAY)

University of Louisville 2:00 p.m.

FEBRUARY 8 (FRIDAY)

Wabash College
' 3:00 p

AWAY MEETS

DECEMBER 8-3:00 p.m. (CST)

Vanderbilt Nashville, Tenn.

JANUARY 11-3:00 p.m. (EST)

Emory Atlanta, Ga.

JANUARY 12-1:00 p.m. (EST)

Georgia Tech Atlanta, Ga.

JANUARY 154:00 p.m. (EST)

Augusta College Augusta, Ga.

JANUARY 16-2:00 p.m. (EST)

Georgia College Milledgeville, Ga.

JANUARY 26-1 :30 p.m. (CST)

Tennessee State University Nashville, Tenn.

FEBRUARY 23-AII Day

Coach Bitondo is shown counseling "Freddie's Tunas" during practice session.

Winter Sports Schedules
1973-74 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

1973-74 WRESTLING SCHEDULE

November 30 Trevecca Nazarene

December 3 University of Florida

December 1 Florence State

January 7 Rollins College

January 9 St. Leo College

January 11, 12 Citrus Invitational Tournament

January 1 5 Southwestern

January 1 7 Florence State

January 19 Trevecca Nazarene

January 21 Georgia Southern College

January 25 Centre College

January 26 Centre College

January 29 Covenant College

February 1 Maryvitle College

February 2 Georgia Southwestern College

February 5 Southwestern

February 8 Oglethorpe

February 1 2 Covenant College

February 14 Bryan College

February 1 6 Maryville College

February 1 8 Centre College

HOME GAMES-7:30P.M., CST.

Basketball Coach-Mac Petty

Dec. 3 Middle Tennessee State University Murfreesboro.Tenn.

Away
Dec. 7,8 Maryville College Irvitational Tournament Maryville, Tenn.

Home
Jan. 21 Southern Tech Sewanee

Away

Away
Jan. 26 Maryville College Sewanee

Away
Jan. 28 MacMurray college Sewanee

Home
Feb. 1 Brevard Univerity Macon, Georgia

Away

Away
Feb. 2 Southern Tech Marietta, Georgia

University of North Carolina

Home
Feb. 5 Maryville College Maryville, Tenn.

Feb. 8,9 Southeastern Intercollegiate Wrestling

Championships

Feb. 12 Mercer University

Feb. 1 5 Middle Tennessee State University

Feb. 22,23 College Athletic Conference

Championships at Centre College

I home matches will start at 7:30 P.M.
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Brad Berg and Delt teammates presevere agait

•••••••••

1973 SOCCER AWARDS

BEST NEW PLAYER GEORGE WEAVER
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER .MARSHALL McCLE^N
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER . . . .STEVE HOGWOOD
CAPTAINS FOR NEXT YEAR .HARLEY LEE,

RICKY TIMMS

ALL-TOURNAMENT AND ALL-CONFERENCE

1ST TEAM STEVE HOGWOOD
RICKY FENLON
RICKY TIMMS

HONORABLE MENTION.
. .MARSHALL McCLEAN

1973 SEWANEE FOOTBALL TEAM RESULTS

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER MIKE LUMPKIN

BEST OFFENSIVE LINEMAN MARK WHITNEY

BEST OFFENSIVE BACK GORDO WATSON

BEST DEFENSIVE LINEMAN PHIL ELDER

BEST DEFENSIVE BACK TAD McWHIRTER

MOST VALUABLE FRESHMAN HAROLD STRAIN

BEST OPPONENT HAMPDEN-SYNDEY

MOST SPIRIT GARY SADLER

Sports shorts
ii s no jinx

NEW YORK (UPI) - Triple
crown winner Secretariat lost
two races at a mile and an
eighth in the spring and
summer ot 1973 but that's not
'X.irlly a jinx distance for him.
In the 11/8 mile Marlboro
Cup at Belmont Sept. 15, he
set a world record of 1:45 2.5

"good"— just one step better
than "muddy" and one worse
than "fast."

Fast water
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia

(UPI) - Star swimmers rate
some pools faster than others
and they found the pool at
Belgrade much to their liking
in the recent world swimming
championships. Thirteen world
records were set in that
meet — seven by men, six by
women. Americans set only
three, however, all by men.

Familiar places

INNSBRUCK, Austria
(UPI) - When Denver had to
withdraw as host city for the
1976 winter Olympics because
of lack of funds, the games
quickly were awarded to this

740-year-old city in the Alps.
Innsbruck staged the 1964
Olympics and, for the most
part, will run 1976 events on
existing facilities.

Fish tax

CHICAGO (UPI)- In the

last 23 years, a federal tax on
certain items of sports fishing

tackle has provided $156.7
million to the states for

improvement of their sports

fishing areas. Distribution of

funds is made according to a

formula based on the number
of fishing license holders and
the area of each state,

including costal and Great

Lakes waters.

HOW DOYOU THINK
MOST PEOPLEYOURAGE

DIE?

B & G SUPPLY STORE

MMAL WHMfY

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
'Your Buslnm U Appreciated'

Phone 9673828

Decbert BM. -

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people

between the ages of 15 and 25 die

in automobile crashes than in any
other way.

At least half of those deaths

are alcohol related. And the drunk
drivers who cause most of them
are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous
things you can do is get drunk and
drive home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against the war.

You fight for clean air and clean

water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for

life. And you are so much against

killing.

It would be unthinkable for

you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

i

—
DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013

I don't want to get killed and I don't

want to kill anyone. Tell me how I can
help. *Youths Highway Safety Advisory
Committee.

My name is

Address
City State Zip

STOP DRIVING
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER.
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New Majors Are Possible
feel

the

majors at Sewanee fulfulls their

particular needs an alternative

exists. Over the past few years

several enterprising students

nave constructed their own
major areas of study under the

University Interdisciplinary

major system. The first such
major was in American Studies,

planned by Smokey Oats, one
of last year's graduates. Chuck
Emerson, currently a senior,

will soon be completing his

program of European Studies.

Last year the faculty

completed a fixed set of

guidelines for interd ist: ipl i i i.u \

programs to alleviate much of

the controversy which took
place over the first two efforts.

miicl.-

programs may be proposed in

response to a clearly perceived

need recognized by both
stuck'iits and faculty." All

the approval of both the

composed of both students and
faculty and then pass the

College Faculty.

Unfortunately, the new
guidelines have not totally

eliminated controversy. This

year junior, Ruth Heim burg.

economics, social thoughts,

and literature. Although it

apparently meets all of the

guidelines, much opposition
has arisen in the faculty and
her major, which she has

worked at constructing since

January, faces an uncertain

future. Ruth is currently

revising her program in hopes
of gaining faculty approval by
the end of this semester.

It is rather difficult to gain

interdisciplinary major, yet this

nary Progran

opportunity fo

be truly creative

interested in s

All sop

ited I

t should
contact their faculty advisers

and begin work soon since

ideally their programs should
be approved during the second

of the

interdisciplinary major in the

making:

"Contemporary Civilization'

is a study of the major forces

which have come to mold the
contemporary period of
history. It focuses upon the
evolution of the twentieth
century and twentieth-century
thought as they are reflected in

the

development of industr

society since World War I ai

shows how the needs

industrialization have be
accommodated by tl

principal pohheai systems of

the Western n

Eastern nations, Russia and
China. It also shows how these

developments have led to the

various relationships between
these nations today. This major
in 'Contemporary Civilization'

will also include a study of the

impact of science and
and the technology on man and the

modern industrial age and he

this is represented in the fii

arts. It is an attempt to stu<

contemporary culture from

disciplines including histor

religion, and literature.

'Contemporary Civilization' is

a viable academic program for

the chosen courses adequately
integrate the issues and
problems treated by the
various departments to present

a coherent picture of the

contemporary situation. I

(Cont. on page 19)

Buy the

BSR710or810.

Eitherway you'll

get the shaft.
The BSR 810 and 710 have their brains in

their shaft. A carefully machined metal rod
holding eight precision-molded cams. When
the cam shaft turns, the cams make things
happen. A lock is released an arm raises and
swings, a record drops, a platter starts spinning,
the arm is lowered, the arm stops, the arm raises
again, it swings back, another record is dropped
onto the platter, the arm is lowered again,
and so on, for as many hours as you like.

Deluxe turntables from oiher companies do
much the same thing, but they use many
more parts—scads of separate swinging arms,
gears, plates, and springs— in an arrange-
ment that is not nearly as mechanically
elegant, or as quiet or reliable; that produces
considerably more vibration, and is much
more susceptible to mechanical shock than
the BSR sequential cam shaft system.

When you buy a turntable, make sure you
get the shaft. The BSR 710 and 810. From
the world's largest manufacturer of automatic
turntables.
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Chitty Named Episcopal
Association President

Dr. Arthu

liversity's

Chitty, the

relations and hisl orioyinplier

has been named president of

the Association of Episcopal

Colleges, a post he held from

1965 to 1970. Edito G.

Whilesell, a 15-year veteran of

president of St. Augustine's

College in Raleigh, N.C. The

colleges in the U.S. and two

overseas, with a coordinating
office in New York.

Chitty holds a BA degree
from Sewanee, MA from

trustees of Canaan College in

New Hampshire and
Cuttington in West Africa.

He has been a national

board member of the Living

Church Foundation, Church
Historical £

Brotherhood of St

Camp Fire G
Augustine's Co
Andrews School,

English Speaking Ur>

He is a national c

Physics Reported
A study of the

of the boundary
liquid and the air

;ity of the South physic

Episcopal Historioej.* pliers,

president of Sigma Nu
Educational Foundation, and
American Coordinator of the

Oxford Scholar program at

Keble College.

Locally, he has served as

president of Phi Beta Kappa
and of the Civic Association.

senior Warden of Otey Parish,

He is author
RECONSTRUCTION AT
SEWANEE, of the
introduction of ELY' TOO
BLACK TOO WHITE' and
former editor of the "Sewanee

Chitty will continue to live

in Sewanee, and will remain
historiographer. Mrs. Chitty

will remain director of

Fund. University. Dr. Arthur Ben Chitty.

Interdepartmental Study 'Justified'

Measuren

Microw;
Saturday

the Stude

the Southeast

section of the American
Physical Society, meeting at

Wake Forest University. On
Friday senior student Roger
Farrow will describe to the

concurrent meeting of the

Society of Physics Students

and Sigma Pi Sigma the results

of research done by himself

and Ralph James on variations

in air-liquid boundary layer

thickness.

Also attending the meeting
will be Dr. Eric Ellis, associate

professor of physics, and
William McGee, senior student.

Student participation in the

(Cont. from page 18)
think that the program fulfills

the requirements of a good
Hveral arts education in that it

is a directed study of the
humanities which complements
a structural/historiacl analysis

of the world today. In

addition, the twentieth century
is not isolated but emerges as a

distinguishing characteristic of

this period of history is that

the people of the different

nations of the world have been

brought closer together. In

order to suggest alternatives for

improving the conditions of

life in modern times, I believe

that it is important to

understand people through

their disposition more than

their political affinity. I

therefore think that this

program offers a complete and

I believe that this

interdepartmental venture is

justified because it offers a

concentration which does not

exist in any of the established

major programs. Whereas the

major fields in the History

Department focus on a specific

geographic region (American
history, British history,

European history, Non-Western
history), my program focuses

specifically on the twentieth

century time period and
encompasses the geographic

diversity offered by the

History Department, rather

than treating one area

Although the Religion

>ffe

Comparative

and Cultural studies, a religion

major requires Biblical and
historical studies not applicable

to my program. The courses

than any of the

major programs. I

the changes v.

elopn

this i

lfill the

Old Cowan Road
967-0126

Matador

Steak Room
Finest Steaks in Middle Tenn.

Hours: 7 days a week

Open 5 p.m.

Breakfast Served Daily

5 a.m. - 11 p.m.

on Sunday till 12:00

exclusively. The established

history major requires 27
semester hours of history

courses, distinguishing primary

and secondary concentrations.

This program, however, is

based on only 21 semester

hours of history. As each area

is treated with equal weight, it

would be inappropriate to

divide the program into such
major and minor fields.

'Contemporary Civilization'

does not meet any of the

established concentrations of
the History Department, and I

would be unqualified to take a

comprehensive history

requirements of Comparative

and cultural studies are only

available in alternate years,

such that I will be unable to

include them before Decenber
1974. I will also not have the

necessary prerequisites

(Religion 241, 401-402) to

major in religion. The study of

literature which contributes to

this program in 'Contemporary

Civilization' does not include

the study of the literary eras

required for an English

comprehensive. While an
English major is based upon
the history of Western

literature, it does not provide

for the literature of modern
France, Russia and China, an
integral part of this major.

I am interested in

1 a t i

and in how the nations of the

world relate to each other are

fundamental factors in

understanding the world we
live in today. This program in

'Contemporary Civilization'

offers a deeper insight into the

questions of where we go from

here in relation to social and
societal development as well as

Instead of a more centralized

perspective confined to one
academic department, this new
area of concentration will help

me to pose the questions and
offer an understanding of the

problems of the progress of

contemporary civilization. I

believe that this will provide a

valuable background for

pursuing such a career.

The selected courses of the

History Department are geared

towards understanding the

interdepartmental program
because I would like to pursue
a career in the diplomatic corps

and think that such a

cultural-diplomatic approach
offers a broader perception of

the contemporary situation

sociological developments of

the new industrial society and
will enable me to contrast the

developments in the East with

those in the West. This will also

show how these developments

RlL/yELLV
DEPARTMEis. STORE,, ItfCJ,

led the

diplomatic relations between
them. This approach would
provide a foundation of

knowledge on not only what
has happened internationally,

but also what has caused these

developments to happen. The
selected courses of the Religion

Department integrate into the

historical framework by
iffe perspe
contemporary thought. They
also delve into the problem of

society. The literature courses

provide a 'grass-roots' insight

into the developments of the

twentieth century; how men
have responded to the impact

modernity.
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Lemon Fair Variety

Shop Opens In Sewanee
by Paige Gold needlepoint shop that sell

If you have gone down the

d to Courts recently and
dered what was going on in

» white frame house with the

ght yellow columns on the

my si ci-

y

solved. The Lem

to Sewanee, is n<

open for business.

The Lemon

the

ACLU Cites Nixon High
Crimes; Asks Impeachment

In an unprecedented move,

the National Board of the

American Civil Liberties Union

passed a resolution on Sept.

npeachment of President

[ixon on six grounds of

affecting civil liberties." This

ction adds to the growing calls u[

roundswell of demands for Represe

WHEREAS, these acts have

violated the civil liberties of

the people of the United States

and the rule of law;

THEREFORE, the
American Civil Liberties Union

the United States

te impeachment
against Richard M.

should be

The resolution passed by proce

the ACLU follows: Nixon.

RESOLUTION ON Impeachment
IMPE-ACHMENT OF predicated on the following

PRESIDENT RICHARD M. grounds affecting civil liberties:

NIXON BY THE BOARD OF He and his closest aides have

DIRECTORS OF THE organized and conducted a

AMERICAN CIVIL deliberate assault on civil

LIBERTIES UNION, SEPT. liberties by authorizing massive

30,1973. invasions of the First

WHEREAS, there is now Amendment rights of citizens

substantial public evidence of of the United States. On July

President Nixon's participation 25, 1970 he personally

approved the "Huston plan

surveillance and espionage by

such methods as burglary,

wiretapping and eavesdropping,

mail covers, and military

spying on civilians.

He has usurped
war-making powers of Congress

as in the bombing on neutral

Cambodia and he deliberately

concealed the bombing from

Congress and the people of the

United States; and he has

He established within the

White House a personal secret

police {the "plumbers"),

operating outside the restraints

of the law, which engaged in

out several small attractive

the country, as well as from statues that are on display for

abroad. Owned and managed sale. Near these are scented

candles, earring holders, and

math professor here, and Mrs. beautiful hand-made purses.

Soon . to be delivered are rings

the hospital, the shop is and pendants from Mexico.

divided into two parts. The Mrs. Alvarez and Mrs.

first room holds wool, needles, Powell have been planning The

and other tools for knitting Lemon Pair since last spring,

and needlepoint. For novices, and many people's efforts have

there are beginners
1

kits with gone into renovating the

easy-to-follow instructions, and former private home into a

shop. The attractive sign on the

there are such items as rug kits front was painted by the

former head of the art

department of the Academy,

Bob Moore.

The title of the shop comes

from the name of a river up in

The second room of the Vermont. The two owners have

holds
id the ntry

many of them also made by gathering articles to sell.

„g' Mrs. Alvarez. This talented The Lemon Fair is a perfect

jry

1

woman has hand-produced clay place to shop for gifts, and as

animals, plant-holders, and Christmas draws near, students

the other pottery ornaments; plus would be wise to drop by and

sterling silver i. brass pierced take a look

offer.

vhal

Interior Planned

SHOULD PRESIDENT NIXON BE IMPEACHED?

NATIONAL STUDENT OPINION POLL ON IMPEACHMENT

The following questions have

Student Lobby to students

determine by a wide-spread an

the impeachment of President

ly vote to impeach.

President Nixon should be ir

lot feel there is reason for H

stributed by the Nation

the country in order

impling the feelings abo

Please ..end your reply

mpeachment, although

mpeached by the House.

ampaign:

A. I feel a Special Prosecutor should be appointed by President

Nixon and be removable by the President through the Acting

Attorney General Robert Bork. (As proposed by President Nixon
on Friday, Oct. 26, 1973)
B. I feel a Special Prosecutor should be appointed by Judge Sirica

and the U.S. District Court, and be removable by the Court. {As

proposed by American Bar Assr. on Saturday, Oct. 27, 1973, and
proposed House and Senate legislation.)

aken by the National Student Lobby:

s student opinioimportant for NSL
nt issue based on the findings of this survey.

I feel NSL staff should not actively lobby, but should serve as

leannghouse for impeachment information and local, campus
ivities regarding impeachment.

Please Mail To: The Purple -S.P.O.

perjury.

He and a principal aide

offered a high federal post to

the presiding judge during the

Elsberg trial and, for a

prolonged period, he withheld

from the court knowledge of

the burglary of the office of

Dr. Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

He and his aides interfered

with and distorted the

I Co nt. from page 6)

paneling, with a beamed
ceiling. There will be tables and

English captains chairs. The
fireplace, like all the fireplaces

in the building, will be utilized.

There will be a large hearth

seat around the fireplace with a

lounge area further back. This

should enhance the enjoyment

of the fireplace.

McGee firmly stated that

there will be no plastic allowed

in the building. Furniture is to
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that Sewane<

modern wor

ing Room
ment for

that they

contemporary furnishing, but

this should not affect the

general overall appearance of

be covered in good looking, yet the buildii

comfortable and warm fabrics. One h

"I believe that students will building h

respect nice furniture probably university

more than some cheap looking color tel<

ough s

limit I

.m| uipmcnl I he television

give the Commons a closed

circuit television system with

the possibility of becoming a

Department o

National Secur

Secret Service, the State

Department, the Defense

Department and the Central
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falsification of info:

made available to Congress an

the American public.

Those students interested i

Thursday is family night

Pub Happy Hours
Tuesday before Study Day and Friday

4 P.M. -6:30 P.M.


